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ABSTRACT
High-rise fires are among the largest threats to safety in modern

cities, and autonomous drones with multi-modal sensors can be

employed to enhance situational awareness in such unfortunate

disasters. In this paper, we study the fine-grained measurement

selection problem for drones being dispatched to perform situation

monitoring tasks in high-rise fires. Our problem considers multiple

sensor/media types, classifier designs, and measurement locations,

which were overlooked in prior waypoint scheduling studies. For

concrete discussion, we adopt window openness as the target situa-

tion, while other situations can be readily supported by our solution

as well. More specifically, we: (i) develop diverse window openness

classifiers, (ii) mathematically formulate the fine-grained measure-

ment selection problem and solve it using two algorithms, and (iii)

create a photo-realistic simulator and an event-driven simulator to

evaluate our algorithms. The evaluation results demonstrate that

our proposed algorithms achieve higher classification accuracy (up

to 50% improvement), deliver more feasible solutions (up to 100%

improvement), and reduce energy consumption (up to 6.78 times

reduction), compared to the current practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
United Nations reported that 55% of people live in urban areas as

of in 2018, which is projected to reach 68% by 2050 [29]. Such a
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high rate of urbanization makes housing the urban populations ex-

tremely challenging. Taller high-rise buildings have been constantly

built to vertically accommodate more people for living, working,

socializing, and entertaining. These high-rise buildings, however,

are more vulnerable to hazards, such as fires, earthquakes, terrorism,

and disease outbreaks. As the growth of multimedia technologies

and hardware devices, more and more innovative multimedia sys-

tems are developed to improve the safety in these urban living

environments.

In this paper, we consider well-recognized urban safety concerns:

high-rise fires, which often result in severe casualties. For example,

Grenfell Tower Fire in London led to 72 fatalities [17] in 2017. The

challenges of firefighting in high-rise buildings are quite different

from firefighting in traditional buildings for many reasons [3]. For

instance, if fires break out at floors that are not reachable by fire

ladders, firefighters must enter the high-rise buildings with oxygen

masks/tanks, which put them in great danger. Such danger is mainly

caused by the situational unawareness of firefighters when they are

in high-rise buildings. The most critical situations in high-rise fires

include: (i) the locations and severity levels of fires, (ii) regions

affected by smoke, (iii) locations and vital signs of inhabitants,

and (iv) window openness. These situations are not independent,

e.g., sudden increases of fresh air due to a window loss could lead

to rapid spreading of fires, known as wind-driven high-rise fires,

which in turn result in unsurvivable environments [9].

One way to improve situational awareness in high-rise fires is

to deploy sensors and surveillance systems throughout high-rise

buildings. Doing so, however, is time-consuming, expensive, and

error-prone, while sensors (such as magnetic switches) often work

for homogeneous situations (such as window openness). Adding to

that, sensors (like smoke detectors) are typically connected through

proprietary networks, which may not interoperate with the commu-

nication networks used by firefighters. Therefore, it is very likely

that firefighters are provided partial, if any, sensor readings, and

have to search through fire scenes in a brute force manner, putting

them in danger of fatal casualties.

In contrast, we aim to enhance the situational awareness in

high-rise fires by leveraging fine-grained measurement selection

from a suite of heterogeneous classifiers and multi-modal sensors
mounted on drones, which fly around the exterior of buildings. As

different sensors, classifiers, and measurement locations affect the

detection results [12], it is challenging to find the best combinations

of them. Fig. 1 reveals the considered usage scenario, in which a

ground control station instructs one or multiple drones to monitor

the situations in high-rise fires. Fig. 1(a) shows the coarse-grained

waypoint scheduling problem addressed in prior studies [16, 25, 30],

where the ground control station schedules waypoints for drones

to perform different location-dependent monitoring tasks. To the

https://doi.org/10.1145/3524273.3532910
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Figure 1: Adaptive firefighting drones: (a) coarse-grainedway-
point scheduling and (b) fine-grainedmeasurement selection.

best of our knowledge, these existing studies largely ignored the

detailed properties of heterogeneous sensors, media types, and

classifiers. Instead, they assumed that each monitoring task can be

completed within a given time duration while achieving a known

accuracy level. These assumptions, unfortunately, deviate from

the reality. For example, each reading of an ultrasound sensor is a

single distance value, and a window openness classifier may require

multiple such readings at slightly different locations in front of a

given window. Adding to that, high-rise fire scenes are diverse and

dynamic, rendering the time and accuracy of different combinations

of locations, sensors, and classifiers hard to predict.

To fill in the gap, we zoom into the fine-grained planning within

a bounding box of each monitoring task, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

We consider multiple sensor/media types, classifier designs, and

measurement locations to accomplish every monitoring task. More

specifically, our job is to select the best sequence of measurements,
which are the combinations of locations, sensors, and classifiers.

Our problem has a general setup, e.g., some sensors/classifiers are

one-shot, where a single measurement gives rich enough data for

classifications; while others are accumulated, where all prior mea-

surements are jointly analyzed for classifications. RGB cameras

and ultrasound sensors are representative sensors that are one-shot

and accumulated, respectively. Upon analyzed by machine-learning

classifiers, semantically-meaningful measurement results are sent

back to the ground control station, and presented to firefighting

officials. While our system and algorithms can be applied to en-

hance the awareness of various high-rise fire related situations, we

adopt window openness as a representative situation for concrete

discussion.

Handling multi-modal sensor data and computing the best mea-

surement sequence for each monitoring task are not easy tasks

for several reasons. First, we need to generate multi-modal sensor

dataset by ourselves as most of existing datasets only come with

RGB images. Second, different sensors/classifiers achieve diverse ac-

curacy levels while consuming different resource amounts. Hence,

finding a good trade-off between accuracy and timeliness is criti-

cal to resource-constrained drones. Third, high-rise fire scenes are

highly dynamic and thus the measurement sequence needs to be

adaptive. For example, fires may cause thick smoke, which renders

RGB camera less accurate and calls for other sensors/classifiers.

Last, fusing results from different sensor/classifiers may lead to

even better trade-off mentioned above. We address these challenges

by: (i) collecting a dataset in a virtual environment and developing

several classifiers to detect window openness (Sec. 4), (ii) mathe-

matically formulating the measurement selection problem (Sec. 5),

(iii) proposing efficient algorithms to compute the measurement

sequence (Sec. 5), and (iv) evaluating the proposed algorithms in a

photo-realistic drone simulator (Sec. 6).

2 RELATEDWORK
Heterogeneous sensors on drones. Using heterogeneous sensors
to classify situations is challenging, and the same challenge was

faced by researchers building autonomous cars [8]. The research

community has also investigated the possibility of mounting multi-

modal sensors, such as thermal cameras [15], RGB cameras [4],

and a combination of smoke, gas, and microwave sensors [14], on

drones for fire detection. We also propose to mount multi-modal
sensors on drones.

Firefighting drones. To ensure the safety of firefighters, drones
have been used for firefighting. For example, Ando et al. [7] devel-

oped a fire extinguishing drone with a 2-meter long robot arm for

stable water discharging. Ogawa et al. [19] proposed a fire extin-

guishing mechanism by injecting gases (CO2, N2, etc.). Alshbatat et

al. [1] proposed to have drones throw fire extinguishing balls. These
projects are orthogonal to our work, as we aim to build classifiers to
improve the situational awareness rather than directly putting out
fires.

Coarse-grained waypoint scheduling for drones. There are
research papers on scheduling waypoints for multiple drones to

monitor a large area for an extensive time duration. For example,

Wallar et al. [30] designed a planner for drones to continuouslymon-

itor risky regions on a 2D map. To keep classification results valid

in dynamic environments, Smith et al. [25] proposed a dynamic

approach to patrol areas with drones, and Sea et al. [10] balanced

the workloads of drones visiting multiple regions. Similarly, Liu et

al. [16] proposed a drone-assisted high-rise fire monitoring system,

which systematically computes waypoint schedules for individual

drones to perform assigned tasks. These waypoint scheduling studies
overlooked the fine-grained decisions of measurement sequences in
high-rise fire scenes, which are addressed in the current paper.

3 DRONE-BASED HIGH-RISE FIREFIGHTING
As illustrated in Fig. 1, a drone-based high-rise firefighting system

enhances the situational awareness by instructing drones to fly

through waypoints for detecting situations. Our work focuses on

the fine-grained planning at each waypoint. For completeness, we

give a high-level component diagram in Fig. 2, and present an

overview on both the coarse-grained waypoint scheduling and

fine-grained measurement selection operations in the following.

Coarse-grained waypoint scheduling. Our system takes in-

puts form users, i.e., firefighting officials, for monitoring tasks based

on fire reports, earlier classification results, and their domain knowl-

edge. Sample tasks could be detecting the presence of fire, trapped

humans, and opened windows. The task generator at the ground
control station assigns tasks for drones by specifying the locations,

visiting frequencies, and so on. Then the waypoint scheduler asso-

ciates waypoints (3D coordinates) with individual drones, which

then fulfill all tasks periodically. Here, each waypoint specifies a
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single coordinate for performing a task, such as detecting win-

dow openness. The precise, or fine-grained, locations for activating
sensors, such as RGB cameras and ultrasound sensors, are not de-

termined as they may need to be dynamically adapted based on the

earlier classification results.
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Figure 2: Drone-based high-rise fire-
fighting system; asterisks indicate
considered components.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Our sim-
ulator: (a) high-rise
buildings and (b) a
flying drone.

Fine-grained measurement selection. The ground control

station sends waypoint sequences to drones. Drones capture and

analyze sensor data at each waypoint on the sequences. Whenever

a drone reaches a waypoint, the measurement selection algorithm
computes a measurement sequence within a given bounding box

to optimize the classification results fused from previous measure-

ments at that waypoint. The computation of the best measurement

sequence considers accuracy level, resource consumption, avail-

able time, etc. A measurement leads to an one-time execution of a

particular classifier on collected sensor data at a specific location.

The three key components of our system are sensors, classifiers, and
measurement selection algorithms, which are developed in the next

two sections. Last, we mention that classifiers and measurement

selection algorithms can be offloaded to the ground control station

if: (i) drones have stringent resource constraints or (ii) algorithms

have high complexity levels. The relevant data transfers are done

via the communication managers at the ground control station and

drones.

4 CLASSIFIERS FORWINDOW OPENNESS
4.1 Realistic Dataset Generation
Window states play important roles to building fires, while open-

ness is the most critical window-related situations in high-rise fires.

Unfortunately, existing window datasets either focus on a single

sensor modality, like thermal cameras [24], or provide no window

state labels [13]. We recently created the first multi-modal window

dataset [12] with multiple (partially labeled) window states, such

as openness, human behind, and light on/off. The resulting datasets

are, however, too small for developing window openness classifiers,

especially the machine-learning ones. In this work, we decide to

build a detailed simulator, implement virtual sensors, and collect

a new window dataset with rich state labels. We have chosen the

photo-realistic AirSim [23] as the starting point, which captures

aerodynamic simulations, offers virtual RGB cameras (and other

sensors), and has been integrated with a packet-level network sim-

ulator [27]. Leveraging on public 3D models [21], we have built

several high-rise buildings in different styles and heights to collect

a realistic dataset. Fig. 3 illustrates sample views of our high-rise

community.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Sample thermal images from: (a) an AirSim camera,
(b) a FLIR camera, and (c) our enhanced AirSim camera; (d)
detection area of our AirSim ultrasound sensor.

We consider the vision and non-vision virtual sensors in Air-

Sim, including RGB/thermal/depth cameras, LiDAR, and distance

sensors. Depth cameras and LiDAR, however, do not work well for

classifying window states [12]. In AirSim, a RGB camera can be

configured following real cameras’ specifications, such as Field-of-

View (FoV). If not otherwise specified, we apply the specifications

of Intel RealSense D435. A thermal camera in AirSim only considers

infrared emitted from the objects for the sake of simplicity. Fig. 4(a)

shows such a sample thermal image in which each object has a

uniform color (temperature). This is quite different from images

from a real thermal camera, shown in Fig. 4(b). To address this

issue, we have augmented the virtual thermal camera to introduce

Gaussian and uniform noises to emulate the Johnson, flicker, and

fixed-pattern noises [6]. Fig. 4(c) shows an improved thermal image

captured by the augmented thermal camera, which is more realistic.

The distance sensor in AirSim emits a ray to measure the distance

of an object in front of it. This over-simplified design deviates from

real distance sensors, such as an ultrasound sensor, which analyzes

the echoed sound waves bounced back from a cone area rather than
a single point. Therefore, we have built a virtual ultrasound sensor

in AirSim by introducing multiple rays covering a circular detection

area. To make the detection area more realistic, we add a Gaussian

noise to its radius, as illustrated in Fig. 4(d). The detection area

is a function of the distance and detection angle. If not otherwise

specified, we set the detection angle to be 15°, following the speci-

fications of HC-SR04. Our ultrasound sensor returns the smallest

distance among all considered rays.

Among these virtual sensors, we adopt the RGB camera as a

representative one-shot sensor and the ultrasound sensor as a rep-

resentative accumulative sensor in the rest of this paper for brevity.

Other virtual sensors can be classified into one-shot or accumulative

ones, and readily incorporated into the proposed solution.

4.2 Classifier Designs
Our classifiers are composed of two components: the data processor
and analyzer. The data processors gather and clean the sensor

data to meet the input requirements of the analyzers. Then, the

analyzers determine the window states. The data processors of

single-shot classifiers take one measurement of rich-media data,

such as images. They crop the subject window out from the collected

data
1
, and apply image filters (such as color transform) required by

the analyzers. The data processors of accumulative classifiers, on the

1
We assume the window location/dimension are given by floor-plans (dictated for

public buildings [20]) or vision-based localization approaches [18].
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other hand, combine all priormeasurements at the currentwaypoint

into rich-media data (images) using interpolation/extrapolation. By

doing so, the same set of analyzers can also be leveraged.

Some classifiers may require sensor data from a site survey, which
could be done at different granularities. For example, ultrasound

sensors only collect distances, and thus may live with surveying

a single window of the whole building. In contrast, RGB cameras

are sensitive to the difference among windows (e.g., at different

floors), and thus require surveying individual windows. Higher-

value buildings, such as city halls, schools, and hospitals are wroth

for finer-grained site surveys for higher classification accuracy. In

addition to sensor modalities, some analyzers may also impose ad-

ditional site survey requirements. We propose the following sample

analyzers to determine window openness:

• Histogram. This analyzer checks the pixel histogram and

declares that a window is close iff a single local minimum

is located. It requires no site survey nor training for new

high-rise buildings.

• Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD). We conduct site sur-

vey to get two sample images (open versus close) from each

window. At the run-time, this analyzer computes SAD to

determine whether the subject window is closer to the open

or close one.

• Oriented Fast and Rotated Brief (ORB). We adopt

ORB [22] as the local feature detector, in order to quantify

the similarity between a subject window image with two

sample images (open versus close) collected when surveying

each window.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM). This analyzer searches
for the best hyperplane to separate the labeled window im-

ages, where the training data (window images) are collected

during site survey. We adopt shapes, textures, and color dis-

tributions as inputs to train the SVM model. Compared to

other analyzers, SVM incurs higher site survey and model

training overhead.

• Random Forest (RF). It is an ensemble method, which

adopts the same features as SVM, and also incurs higher

overhead.

We have implemented and tested four sample classifiers for each

of the representative sensor modalities: the RGB camera and ultra-

sound sensor. We avoid the combination of the RGB camera and

SAD analyzer, because SAD is very sensitive to minor spatial dis-

placement. We also skip the combination of the ultrasound sensor

and ORB analyzer, because images interpolated/extrapolated from

ultrasound measurements are smooth, and thus featureless.

4.3 Classifier Certainty and Accuracy
The performance of classifiers in our system can be quantified

in two different metrics: certainty and accuracy. Here, certainty _

captures how confident when a classifier determines the window

state. Take ORB analyzer as an example, its certainty could be

the fraction of matched features. Certainty, by nature, is short-

term: each measurement gives a certainty. In contrast, accuracy

𝑎 describes the long-term performance of a classifier: what the

fraction of correctly classified states is. The long-term accuracy

has been shown to be a function of short-term certainty [2, 28].

We therefore model accuracy as a function of certainty, i.e., 𝑎 =

𝑅(_), which can be built in various ways. In this paper, we adopt a

regression model 𝑅(_) for each location, sensor, and classifier, using
a large dataset collected from our simulator. With these models,

we get to map classifier certainty to its accuracy at run-time. Last,

we notice that the definition of accuracy can be generalized to the

results from multiple classifiers in a measurement sequence, which

is detailed in the next section.

5 MEASUREMENT SELECTION PROBLEM
5.1 Notations
A measurement sequence consists of a series of measurement

𝑚𝑖 = (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 ), specifying the location 𝑝𝑖 , sensor 𝑠𝑖 , and classi-

fier 𝑐𝑖 . While the selections of sensors and classifiers are discrete

by nature, the selections of locations can be either continuous or

discrete. We opt to discretize the locations for two reasons. First,

selections of continuous locations lead to higher site survey and

certainty/accuracy modeling overhead. Second, some sensor modal-

ities only work at very few locations. For instance, an ultrasound

sensor emits sound wave within a cone, which should completely

fall on the window glass (without hitting nearby wall). Considering

the properties of sensors and classifiers, we define a set of measure-
ment candidatesM = {𝑚1,𝑚2, . . . ,𝑚𝑀 }. Given𝑚𝑖 , we can compute

its expected accuracy 𝑎𝑖 = Θ(𝑚𝑖 ), sensing time 𝑡𝑠
𝑖
= Ω(𝑠𝑖 ), and

classification time 𝑡𝑐
𝑖
= Φ(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 ), where Θ(·), Ω(·), and Φ(·) are

empirically derived functions. We can estimate the data transfer

time 𝑡𝑡
𝑖
by the bandwidth and data size.

The measurement selection problem computes a measurement

sequence L = (𝑚𝑙 (1) ,𝑚𝑙 (2) , . . . ,𝑚𝑙 (𝐿) ), where 𝑙 (𝑖) ∈ [1, 𝑀], so that

the accuracy of the final result fused from the outputs of all 𝐿 mea-

surements can reach a user specified target 𝐴 within a time limit 𝑇 .

Since high-rise fire scenes are dynamic, our system recomputes a
measurement sequence after completing everymeasurement. Doing

so allows us to: (i) check if the achieved fused accuracy exceeds

𝐴, and exits this waypoint earlier, and (ii) revise the remaining

measurement sequence to adapt to the fire-scene dynamics. To

facilitate the recurring re-computations, for each execution of our

measurement selection algorithms, we use L′ to denote the com-

pleted measurement sequence and M′
to denote the set of unse-

lected measurement candidates.

5.2 Fusing the Measurement Results
Suppose we get measurement results from 𝐿 binary classifiers in

L, whose accuracy levels are 𝑎𝑙 (1) , 𝑎𝑙 (2) , . . . , 𝑎𝑙 (𝐿) . Without loss of

generality, we use ‘1’ and ‘0’ to represent the output of the classifiers.

We define all measurement results from L as R(L) = {L1, L0}, where
L1 ⊆ L indicates the measurements with result ‘1’, and L0 = L \ L1
represents the measurements with result ‘0’. We use 𝑅(R(L)) to
represent the fused result from all measurement results, and propose

two policies to derive it.

Majority vote. This policy adopts the majority results, i.e.,

𝑅(R(L)) = argmax𝑖={0,1} |L𝑖 |. This policy is simple as it does not

take the individual measurement accuracy into consideration. How-

ever, 𝐿 must be odd to avoid tie breaking.

Probability-based.We compute the final classification result

using all measurement accuracy. More specifically, we define
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𝑃 (1|R(L)) and 𝑃 (0|R(L)) to be the probabilities of results ‘1’ and ‘0’
being true, given L. We then go with the one with higher probability,

i.e., 𝑅(R(L)) = argmax𝑖∈{0,1} 𝑃 (𝑖 |R(L)). We concretize these two

probabilities in the following theorem; its proof is omitted.

Theorem 1. The probability that ‘1’ being true equals to:

𝑃 (1|R(L)) =
∏

𝑚𝑖 ∈L1 𝑎𝑖
∏

𝑚 𝑗 ∈L0 (1 − 𝑎 𝑗 )∏
𝑚𝑖 ∈L1 𝑎𝑖

∏
𝑚 𝑗 ∈L0 (1 − 𝑎 𝑗 ) +

∏
𝑚𝑖 ∈L1 (1 − 𝑎𝑖 )

∏
𝑚 𝑗 ∈L0 𝑎 𝑗

and the probability of ‘ 0’ being true equals to 𝑃 (0|R(L)) = 1 −
𝑃 (1|R(L)).

5.3 Formulation
Our problem computes a complete measurement sequence L before

the time limit 𝑇 so that the expected accuracy 𝐴(L) can reach 𝐴.

Here, L is composed of the prior measurement sequence L′ and
the following measurement sequence L̂. It is not hard to see that a

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) can be reduced to our problem

in polynomial time by setting a uniform measurement accuracy

> 0.5 and 𝑇 = ∞. Hence, our problem is NP-hard.

The precise definition of 𝐴(L) depends on the adopted fusing

policy. With the majority vote policy, we define𝐴𝑀 (L) by summing

up the probability of all measurement results, where more than

half of them are correct. We assume that the accuracy from each

classifier is independent, and write:

𝐴𝑀 (L) =
𝐿∑︁

𝑘= ⌈𝐿/2⌉

∑︁
L1⊆L, |L1 |=𝑘,
L0=L\L1

(
∏

𝑚𝑖 ∈L1
𝑎𝑖

∏
𝑚 𝑗 ∈L0

(1 − 𝑎 𝑗 )) . (1)

In this equation, 𝑎𝑖 represents: (i) the expected accuracy from long-

term average models Θ(𝑚𝑖 ) if the measurement belongs to L̂, and
(ii) the mapped accuracy from short-term certainty models 𝑅(_𝑖 ) if
the measurement belongs to L′.

Suppose the drone gets results R(L′) = {L′
1
, L′

0
} from its prior

measurements.We define𝐴𝑃 (L) as expected accuracy gotten by L =

(L′, L̂) following the probability-based policy, and set 𝑃 (1|𝑅(∅)) =
0.5 if L′ = ∅. The following theorem derives the fused accuracy; its

proof is omitted.

Theorem 2. We can compute 𝐴𝑃 (L) by:

𝐴𝑃 (L) =
∑︁
L̂1⊆L̂,

L̂0=L̂\L̂1

max

(
𝑃 (1|R(L′))

∏
𝑚𝑖 ∈L̂1

𝑎𝑖

∏
𝑚 𝑗 ∈L̂0

(1 − 𝑎 𝑗 ),

(1 − 𝑃 (1|R(L′)))
∏

𝑚𝑖 ∈L̂1

(1 − 𝑎𝑖 )
∏

𝑚 𝑗 ∈L̂0

𝑎 𝑗

)
. (2)

Next, we use 𝑇 (L) to indicate the total time of finishing all mea-

surements in L, which equals to:

𝑇 (L) = ∑𝐿
𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑠𝑙 (𝑖) + 𝑡𝑐

𝑙 (𝑖) +
|𝑝𝑙 (𝑖 )−𝑝𝑙 (𝑖−1) |

𝑉
+ 𝑡𝑎

𝑙 (𝑖)+𝑡
𝑡
𝑙 (𝑖) ), (3)

where 𝑡𝑠
𝑙 (𝑖) , 𝑡

𝑐
𝑙 (𝑖) , and 𝑡

𝑡
𝑙 (𝑖) are the sensing, classification, and data

transfer times of𝑚𝑙 (𝑖) , respectively. The third term in the summa-

tion is the moving time. Here, 𝑉 represents the flying speed and

𝑝𝑙 (0) is the drone’s initial location at the current waypoint. The

fourth term 𝑡𝑎
𝑙 (𝑖) is the measurement selection algorithm’s running

time.

With the above derived functions, we write our measurement

selection problem as:

max

L
𝑈 (𝐴(L),𝑇 (L)) =

√︃
(1 − 𝑒−𝛼𝐴(L) ) × 𝑒

−𝛽 𝑇 (L)
𝑇 (4a)

s.t. 𝐴(L) ≥ 𝐴; 𝑇 (L) ≤ 𝑇 . (4b)

Here, the objective function𝑈 (𝐴(L),𝑇 (L)) in Eq. (4a) aims to find

a good trade-off between the accuracy and time, controlled by

weights 𝛼 and 𝛽 , which are system parameters. The utility value

increases when: (i) the accuracy increases or (ii) the time decreases.

We normalize 𝑇 (L) by 𝑇 to keep it between 0 to 1. Notice that, our

proposed algorithms work with utility functions other than the one

in Eq. (4a), as no mathematical properties are assumed. For example,

a weighted sum of 𝐴(L) and 𝑇 (L) could be adopted as the utility

function. The constraints in Eq. (4b) guarantee that 𝐴(L) is higher
than the target accuracy 𝐴, and 𝑇 (L) is less than the time limit 𝑇 .

We emphasize that our formulation does not specify the length of

L, i.e., 𝐿 is also an output of our problem. Last, we note that by

adopting either 𝐴𝑀 (L) or 𝐴𝑃 (L), the same formulation works for

either majority vote or probability-based fusion.

5.4 Proposed Algorithms
The measurement selection problem may be solved optimally using

exhaustive search or dynamic programming.We refer to the optimal

algorithm as OPT, which serves as a benchmark. For real-time

measurement selections, we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm

that greedily adds the measurement that leads to the highest utility

function value increase. We repeat the process until: (i) the time

runs out, (ii) the target accuracy is achieved, or (iii) the utility

function value can not be further improved. We call this algorithm

as HEU, which comes with two variants: 𝐻𝐸𝑈𝑀 and 𝐻𝐸𝑈𝑃 .

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
6.1 Implementations
We have constructed a high-rise community in AirSim (see Fig. 3).

Our AirSim environment adopts lightmap to simulate the reflection

of window glasses.We chose a 10-floor high-rise building to conduct

our evaluations. This building consists of 56 horizontal sliding

windows. We separate them into two groups: (i) 20 windows for site

surveying (2 per floor) and (ii) 36 windows for evaluations (half of

them are open)
2
. We define a bounding box with a width 𝑥 = 7.1m,

a height 𝑦 = 5.4m, and a depth 𝑧 = 6.0m for each window. Outside

of this bounding box, the RGB camera or ultrasound sensor cannot

cover a good portion of the target window. For the RGB camera,

we equally cut the bounding box into 10
3
candidate locations. For

the ultrasound sensor, we place all candidate locations along the

centered horizontal axis of each (horizontal sliding) window. We

vary the number of locations per half-window among {1, 2, 3, 4}
and the distance to windows among {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2} m. This leads

to 16 location sets clustering around the center of the two halves

of the window, where any two adjacent ones are apart by about 4

cm. Using AirSim, we develop a set of scripts to perform the site

survey to construct look-up tables for expected accuracy Θ(·) for
each candidate location we set in the bounding box using different

2
Real site surveys and measurements can be done if cost is not a concern.
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sensors/classifiers, as well as sensing time Ω(·) and classification

time Φ(·). We also model the certainty to accuracy mapping 𝑅(·)
as linear functions. These tables/models are used as inputs by our

algorithms and simulator.
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Figure 5: Sample accuracy: (a) SVM an RGB (𝑍 = 0.03m) and
(b) classifiers on RGB at various 𝑍 ’s (centered).

Our proposed classifiers achieve good accuracy after being

trained with the 20 site-surveyed windows. Due to space limit,

we show sample accuracy results in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) reveals that the

SVM classifier works well with an RGB camera, especially at the

center of individual windows. Fig. 5(b) reports the performance of

all four classifiers with an RGB camera at different depth (while

𝑋 and 𝑌 are centered). As we train our classifiers at the central

point of the bounding box, the accuracy gets better when close a

location to center. An exception is the histogram classifier, which

requires no training (site surveying). Because none of the classifier-

s/sensors perform well at all locations, our measurement selection

algorithm that fuses multiple measurements is crucial to achieve

high accuracy.

We have built an event-driven simulator using C++. For each tar-

get window, we first invoke the measurement selection algorithm

to get L. We then fly the drone to the location of the next measure-

ment on L. Next, our simulator calls AirSim to gather the virtual

sensor (e.g., a photo-realistic RGB camera) data and then executes

the classifiers. Upon getting the (single) measurement result, we

check if the time runs out. If not, we invoke the measurement selec-

tion algorithm again for an updated L. Note that, the measurement

selection algorithms and classifiers can be hosted on the drone or

at the ground control station depending on the capabilities of hard-

ware devices. If not otherwise specified, we place these algorithms

on the ground control station. Our simulator saves detailed log files,

which are analyzed offline to quantify the performance of different

measurements selection algorithms under the same scenarios.

We have implemented our proposed HEUM and HEUP algo-

rithms. We have also implemented the benchmark OPT algorithm

by enumerating all possible measurements. We are not aware of

any prior work considering the fine-grained measurement selec-

tion algorithm. Hence, we also implemented the following three

algorithms to mimic the current practices: (i) CHCR (Central His-

togram Classifier) performs a measurement with the RGB camera

and histogram classifier at the center of the bounding box [31], (ii)

CHCU selects 4 locations at 1 m from the window for the ultrasound

sensor [11], and (iii) RAN (Random) selects random measurements

until the time 𝑇 is up or the target accuracy 𝐴 is met.

6.2 Setup
We run the same evaluation setup with our and other measurement

selection algorithms to compare their performance. We set the

drone speed 𝑉 = 3.5𝑚/𝑠 and network bandwidth to be 24 Mbps.

We set the drone rotor power consumption to be 3800 W [5], WiFi

energy consumption to be 0.13 mJ/bit [26]. An RGB camera takes

0.36 W (and 1 s) to take an image, and an ultrasound sensor takes

0.01W (and 0.49 s) to collect a distance value. We vary the following

parameters. Target accuracy 𝐴 ∈ {0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, where 0.8 is the

default parameter. Time limit 𝑇 ∈ {5, 10, 30, 60} 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 for each
window, where 30 is the default parameter. To avoid unnecessary

measurements, we remove candidates with expected accuracy <

0.5. We define three candidate sampling policies to filter out some

measurement candidates for better accuracy and lower overhead.

The policies are: (i) E8 (Equally-distance), which keeps 8 × 8 × 8

centered locations, (ii) E4, which skips every other location of E8

along all three axes, and (iii) E2, which does the same to E4. We

refer to no sampling as E10, which is the default parameter. Note

that candidate sampling is not applied on the ultrasound sensor, as

it has much fewer candidates.

We measure the following performance metrics:

• Overall accuracy 𝑂𝑀 (L) and 𝑂𝑃 (L) represent the accuracy
compared to the ground truth using the majority vote and

probability-based fusion, respectively.

• Expected accuracy 𝐴𝑀 (L) and 𝐴𝑃 (L) represent the expected
accuracy computed by Eqs. (1) and (2).

• Utility function 𝑈𝑀 (·) and 𝑈𝑃 (·) represent the utility func-

tion values computed by Eq. (4a) using the majority vote and

probability-based fusing policies.

• Total measurement time 𝑇 (L) computed by Eq. (3). We also

report the running time of the algorithm.

• Number of measurements is the length of L.
• Feasible ratio of measurements 𝐹𝑀 and 𝐹𝑃 are the fraction of

computed measurement selection that satisfy the accuracy

𝐴 and time 𝑇 constraints in Eq. (4b); the subscript indicates

the fusion policy.

• Energy consumption of the drone when moving, sensing,

and transferring data.

6.3 Results
Our proposed algorithms outperform the baselines. We first

plot the accuracy and utility function values over time from a

sample window in Fig. 6. We make several observations from this

figure. First, all considered algorithms complete all measurements

within 𝑇 . Second, our proposed HEUM and HEUP significantly

outperform the baselines in terms of expected accuracy (Figs. 6(a)

and 6(b)), which could be as high as 40%. Third, our HEUP finishes

much earlier with a single measurement while achieving very high

accuracy. The good performance of HEUM and HEUP could be

attributed to the higher utility values in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), compared

to other algorithms. Note that the utility values drop along the time

axis, because the penalty from longer measurement time. This is

however not a concern as the achieved accuracy increases over

time. Last, as similar observations are made with metrics defined

with majority vote and probability-based fusion, we only report

the majority vote variant in the following figures for brevity.
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Figure 6: Results from a sample window: (a)–(b) expected accuracy and (c)–(d) utility function. We circle the ultrasound
measurements in (a).
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Figure 7: CDFs from 36 windows: (a) expected accuracy, (b) utility, (c) measurement time, and (d) energy consumption.

Table 1: Overall Results with Default Parameters

Algorithm CHCR CHCU RAN HEUM HEUP
𝑂𝑀 (%) 50 75 72.22 88.89 88.89

𝑂𝑃 (%) 50 75 66.67 94 100

𝐹𝑀 (%) 0 25 19.44 88.89 86.11

𝐹𝑃 (%) 0 25 66.67 94.44 100

Mean (std.) 𝐿 1 (0) 1 (0) 9.36 (1.79) 1.22 (0.64) 1.67 (0.85)

Next, we plot the final results across all windows as Cumula-

tive Distribution Functions (CDFs) in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) reveals that

baselines result in over 60% of windows suffering from expected

accuracy lower than 52% (CHCU), 62% (CHCR), and 78% (RAN);

while our HEUM and HEUP result in 90+% expected accuracy on

60+% windows. Our good performance can be explained by the

higher utility values reported in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 7(c) presents the

total measurement time. Our HEUM and HEUP are both faster than

RAN. This means that our algorithms achieve higher accuracy within
a shorter time. Shorter measurement times also lead to lower en-

ergy consumption as reported in Fig. 7(d). Our algorithms consume

one-seventh energy compared to RAN.

Table 1 reports the overall results compared to the ground truth.

It is clear that our HEUM and HEUP outperform the baselines in

terms of overall accuracy (by at least 13.89%) and feasible ratio

(by at least 27.77%). Such a good performance is achieved without

high overhead, on average only 1.67 and 1.22 measurements are

needed for each window. In summary, our proposed HEUM and HEUP
achieve much higher overall and expected accuracy (up to 100% and
50% improvement), realize much higher feasible ratio (up to 100%
improvement), and consume much less energy (only one-seventh),

compared to the baselines. Note that because 𝑂𝑀 and 𝑂𝑃 (and 𝐹𝑀
and 𝐹𝑃 ) lead to similar observations, we report sample results in

𝑂𝑃 (and 𝐹𝑃 ) in the rest of this paper.

Implications of diverse parameters. We first plot the per-

formance of different algorithms under diverse target accuracy in

Fig. 8, where errorbars represent the 95% confidence levels across

windows. Fig. 8(a) shows that our HEUM and HEUP deliver good

overall accuracy, which meets the increasing target accuracy. This

can be observed by the feasible ratios of 80% (HEUM) and 100%

(HEUP) at 𝐴 = 0.90 in Fig. 8(b), which are at least 25% higher than

that of RAN. Fig. 8(c) reveals that the measurement times of HEUM

and HEUP do not increase even when 𝐴 = 0.90, showing that our

algorithms scale well with the target accuracy. This can be observed

by the constant energy consumption in Fig. 8(d). Our algorithms

also performwell under different time limits between 5 and 60 s. The

figures are omitted due to page limit. Fig. 9 gives the implications

of different sampling policies, where smaller 𝐸 values mean fewer

measurement candidates and thus lower complexity. Due to space

limit, we only report overall accuracy and energy consumption. We

observe that our proposed HEUM and HEUP still achieve almost

perfect overall accuracy (Fig. 9(a)) when 𝐸 is reduced. In addition,

their energy consumption levels remain almost constant when 𝐸

is increased. Last, we compare our proposed algorithms against

the benchmark OPT using a sample window and highly-sampled

measurement candidates (with 7 candidates in total) under default

settings. We cannot consider larger problem size because of the

exponential complexity of OPT. Compared to the expected accuracy

of OPT (0.68 and 0.83 in𝐴𝑀 and𝐴𝑃 ), our HEUM and HEUP achieve

(almost) optimal accuracy, i.e., 0.69/0.83 and 0.63/0.74, respectively.
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Figure 8: Implications of diverse target accuracy: (a) overall accuracy, (b) feasible ratio, (c) measurement time, and (d) energy
consumption.
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Figure 9: Implications of diverse sampling policies: (a) overall
accuracy and (b) energy consumption.

In summary, our proposed algorithms achieve good performance under
diverse target accuracy and sampling policies.

7 CONCLUSION
We studied the problem of developing autonomous firefighting

drones to improve situational awareness in high-rise fires. Different

from prior arts that focus on the coarse-grained waypoint sched-

uling problem, we solved the fine-grained measurement selection

problem at each waypoint. Our problem is to adaptively select the

best combinations of the sensor modality, classifier, and locations

to achieve a target accuracy within a given time limit. We formu-

lated the problem into an optimization problem and proposed two

algorithms, HEUM and HEUP to solve it. We also implemented an

event-driven simulator leveraging on the photo-realistic AirSim to

evaluate our algorithms. Our extensive evaluation results revealed

the merits of our proposed algorithms: they achieve high expect-

ed/overall accuracy, high feasible ratios, while consuming shorter

measurement time and lower energy consumption, compared to

baseline algorithms. Furthermore, our algorithms work well under

diverse target accuracy, time limits, and sampling policies.

Our work can be extended in several dimensions. For example,

the various site survey strategies and more complex network con-

ditions can be further compared for pros/cons. We could also test

the performance of our classifiers in diverse environments, such as

different window types and lighting conditions. Moreover, more

comprehensive measurement selection algorithms can be devel-

oped for performance guarantees at the cost of longer running time.

Last, we plan to integrate the considered fine-grained measurement

selection with the coarse-grained waypoint schedule algorithms

for a coherent, complete system of autonomous firefighting drones.
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